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Greetings fellow PowerPickers!  It’s almost
fall…our favorite time of the year.  Seems like a
good time for a WINNING harvest.  Aside from all
of the wonderful choices in pooling that we offer
you, we are now forming pools for scratcher tick-
ets.  You may already know this, but we just
wanted to tout this latest offering.  Read the story
on the back for how we’re doing.  Pretty good, by
the way, if we do say so ourselves. 

Of course the goal here is to hit a JACKPOT.
We are bound and determined to do so.  And
with so many people playing with us who are like
minded…how can we miss?  Of course more
players being like-minded would be a step in the
right direction.  We’ll take all the good vibes we
can get.  

So while we await that big winner kind of day,
we are always looking for more and more ways
to make you a winner.  Anytime the Arizona
Lottery offers a second chance sweepstakes that
is feasible for us to enter, we will do so.  We
entered MANY Royal Million scratcher ticket seri-
al numbers in that last $1,000,000 giveaway and
we also entered many serial numbers for the
Fantasy 5 second chance offering as well.  In
both cases, if (when) we win, we will determine
which player’s names are on that winning entry
and will share the prize accordingly.  In both of
these cases, the number of players on these
games represent a small group size, so the win
could pay off nicely.  Anytime we get a winner,

we will be giving you a call and sharing the win-
ning news with you.  We think it will be fun to
spring it on the winners.  As in…”SURPRISE!!”
Just a great perk of the job, really.  Who wouldn’t
want to play Santa Claus, the tooth fairy and
Lady Luck all rolled into one?  So just be aware
that we are behind the scenes, working on your
behalf to make you a winner.  Hey, it’s just what
we do!!  

Remember to share our service with anyone
you know who would like to increase their
chances of winning.  With high odds on these big
games, pooling will always give you the best shot
and is the smartest (and of course most conven-
ient) way to play these games.  EZPooling
makes it even easier.  Be sure to give your ID#
to your friends when you direct them to the
EZPooling website.  Not only will they get a
FREE play, but you will get money deposited
directly into your pooling account each time they
play.  You can receive up to $50 per person.
Gee whiz, with that in mind…tell EVERYONE!

Note our recent winners on the back of the
newsletter.  We are aiming to score big nightly
and winning too.  Keep playing or get back in.
And thank you all for sharing the dream!

15 years ago the internet was an escape
from the real world.  

Today the real world is an escape from
the internet.



Recent Winners!!!SCRATCHER POOLS
STILL A WINNING FAVORITE!!

As many of you know, we started pooling
high-end scratcher tickets a few months ago.
Scratcher pools represents a first for PowerPick,
and our players have already won OVER
$26,000!!  

We started with ROYAL MILLIONS and are
still pooling that ticket since there are still 3 - $3.5
MILLION dollar prizes; 7 - $100,000 prizes;
19 - $10,000 prizes plus many more prizes -
adding up to well over $15,000,000!! 

The BEST Odds can be found with Scratcher
tickets, and the prizes can be in the millions, so
try it out and have some fun! We send out
emails reminders every Tuesday morning, but you
can email or call us anytime.

At www.powerpick.com
you can read the Latest
Newsletter, check out the
Winner’s Corner for Winning
Tickets and Contest Winners;
Drawings and Contests to win
FREE prizes; and Classifieds
for interesting items for sale.

At www.ezpooling.com
you can (1) place orders, (2)
view your numbers and results,
(3) make deposits and (4) view
your balance history.24th Avenue view

! # Away from 
$214,000!!!

Tuesday, July 3rd.

! # Away from 
$50,000!!!

Thursday, July 26th.

! # Away from 
$9,400,000!!!
Saturday, August 11th.

! # Away from 
$54,000!!!

Tuesday, August 21st.
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